Trajectories of a signal that fluctuates between two states which originate from single molecule activities have become ubiquitous. Common examples are trajectories of ionic flux through individual membrane-channels, and of photon counts collected from diffusion, activity, and conformational changes of biopolymers. By analyzing the trajectory, one wishes to deduce the underlying mechanism, which is usually described by a multi-substate kinetic scheme. In previous works [O. Flomenbom, J. Klafter, and A. Szabo, Biophys. J., in press (2005); O. Flomenbom and J. Klafter, Acta Physica Polonica B 36, 1527 (2005)], we divided kinetic schemes that generate two-state trajectories into two types: reducible schemes and irreducible schemes. A full characterization of the reducible ones was given. We showed that all the information in trajectories generated from reducible schemes is contained in the waiting time probability density functions (PDFs) of the two states. It follows that reducible schemes with the same waiting time PDFs are not distinguishable; namely, such schemes lead to identical two-state trajectories in the statistical sense. In this work, we further characterize the topologies of kinetic schemes, now of irreducible 1 schemes, and further study two-state trajectories from the two types of scheme. We suggest various methods for extracting information about the underlying kinetic scheme from the trajectory (e. g., calculate the binned successive waiting times PDF and analyze the ordered waiting times trajectory), and point out the advantages and disadvantages of each. We show that the binned successive waiting times PDF is not only more robust than other functions when analyzing finite trajectories, but contains, in most cases, more information about the underlying kinetic scheme than other functions in the limit of infinitely long trajectories. For some cases however, analyzing the ordered waiting times trajectory may supply unique information about the underlying kinetic scheme.
observable at the instantaneous time t flips between two distinct values, implying that each substate in the underlying kinetic scheme belongs to one of two possible states, which are labeled the on and the off states. The flipping events produce a two-state trajectory, which is a time-series made of on and off waiting times (Figs. 1A & 1B) . In experiments, due to noise, fluctuations occur around the values of the on and the off states. The ability to restore reliably the noiseless trajectory from the experimental output depends roughly on the sum of the mean fluctuation amplitudes in the observable value in each of the states relative to the difference between the mean of these values. For a recent work that deals with the number of photon counts collected per time interval in single molecule measurements based on the Förster resonance energy transfer mechanism see Ref. 35 . Here we are interested in obtaining as much information as possible about the underlying kinetic scheme by analyzing the noiseless two-state trajectory generated by the kinetic scheme. In a multi-substate from a trajectory by building the histograms from the random on state and off state waiting times, respectively. These PDFs cannot, in principle, be obtained from bulk measurements. After extracting ) (t and off processes with initial conditions being the normalized steady state flux of the coupled system 39 , one can always calculate these PDFs given a kinetic scheme.
However, when ) (t process is a process where the on and the off waiting times are drawn randomly and independently out of non-exponential waiting time PDFs [49] [50] . We refer to schemes that generate uncorrelated waiting times trajectories as reducible, because, as far as can be deduced from a trajectory, the complex topology of the scheme is reduced to the simplest topology of a two-state scheme (Fig. 2F ). It follows that two-state trajectories from reducible schemes with the same waiting time PDFs are identical in the statistical sense. Namely, it is impossible to distinguish between reducible schemes with the same waiting time PDFs, if all the information about the process is extracted only from a trajectory. those that correspond to cases (ii) and (iii) lead to non-equilibrium at steady state. To summarize the above possibilities we state that the classes of schemes that fulfill Eq.
(1) due to topology are those schemes for which each on (off) event along the trajectory has the same initial probabilities among the on (off) substates as the previous on (off) events. It should be noted, however, that other less general schemes might be reducible when choosing the scheme details in a special way that leads to symmetry 1, 2 [see the discussion below Eq. (10)].
To demonstrate the relationship between the scheme topology and the characteristics of the trajectory, as well as the equivalence of trajectories from reducible kinetic schemes, we consider the two schemes shown in Fig. 2A Specifically, we equate coefficients of similar powers of the Laplace variable s in the nominator and the denominator, and then solve the obtained set of n equations that relate the transition rates of one scheme to the transition rates of the other scheme.
Note that the mapping leads to relationships between the off substate transition rates of scheme 2B and the on substate transition rates on scheme 2A. Having matched the two waiting time PDFs of the two schemes, we turn now to generating the trajectories.
We first generate a trajectory from scheme 2A. A random time is drawn out of ) (t on φ and then a direction is chosen that determines to which off substate the process evolves. This stage, however, can be viewed as part of the off event (in this Gillespie This means that successive on-on and off-off waiting times are independent, as well.
Due to this independence, other algorithms can be used for generating the random waiting times; in particular, each off waiting time can be generated using the rejection method 53 . Now, looking at scheme 2B, we notice that due to the scheme special connectivity between the on and the off substates, each event always starts at the same substate and terminates through the same substate. This leads to independence between each pair of successive waiting times in the trajectory generated by scheme In the remaining of the paper, we study several methods for analyzing trajectories. These methods are mainly useful for extracting information about the details of irreducible schemes, but can be used also to help identify the type of the scheme. By applying the various methods on several trajectories, we characterize the relative advantages and disadvantages of each in supplying as much information as possible about the scheme details. For this we consider the simplest irreducible scheme, which is the four-substate scheme shown in Fig. 3F 
The weights W 's are the probabilities to start an on event at substate i, and are given in terms of the transition probabilities, 
and due to the normalization condition. The expression for
where due to the connectivity of the scheme we have W , and . , which is the conditional FPT PDF to exit the off state given that the off event started at the off i substate, is given by,
is the conditional FPT PDF to reach substate j of the on state given that the event started at substate i of the off state. The Laplace transform of is calculated by counting all possible trajectories that started at substate i of the off state and terminated at substate j of the on state 50 , and leads to, 
given by, 
and is a symmetric function of the time arguments t and t , as .
Note that for any reducible scheme 
The binned, or summed, waiting times PDF, defined by,
and its difference, . Other option for a comparison, which will not be considered here, is the x-y propagator . however is built from not a precise number of on-off cycles, so it mixes more strongly the details of the on and the off substates than, for example,
On the other side, shows a global maximum followed by a global negative minimum, and its amplitude increases while decreasing k. shows similar behavior as for the p=0.35 case, although, here, a second small peak is visible, occurring after the global negative minimum.
From the above analysis it stems that the binned successive waiting times 
III The ordered waiting times trajectory
Another way of presenting the data is to plot vertically the waiting times as a function of their occurrence. The ordered waiting times trajectory may show pronounced patterns that can be used to obtain valuable information about the scheme type and details. For some cases, the analysis of the ordered waiting times trajectory can be advantageous over other methods. We refer to such a case in the last paragraph of this section.
To study the ordered waiting times trajectory, we first make ) ( 
and between the transition rates of the reducible on substates ( , , b ) and the irreducible ones, We generate trajectories from the two schemes by using Eqs. (13)- (18), and the same relationships between the transition rates of the irreducible scheme applied in the previous section. We further set (Fig. 7A) , and can be hardly detected in the observable (on-off) trajectory (Fig. 1A) . The off ordered waiting times trajectory generated from the reducible scheme (Fig. 7B) Another way of analyzing the ordered waiting times trajectory when bunching occurs is to use a threshold that sets apart the fast from the slow events 57 . More generally, when several timescales are noticeable, several thresholds can be used. In the example shown in Fig. 7A , one can calculate, by using a threshold, the average of the fast off waiting times, which is related to the transition rates in the scheme by,
and the average number of successive fast off waiting times, which is related to the scheme transition rates by 58 , 32 ,
where the sign is used to indicate that a threshold value method was applied.
Similar expressions are valid for the slower off waiting times, 
For a trajectory of 10000 events part of which is shown in Fig. 7A , we get by using Eqs. (19)- (22) , the ordered waiting times trajectory generated from the irreducible scheme 3F (Fig. 8A ) exhibits similar pattern as that generated from a reducible scheme 3G (Fig. 8B) . For this choice of parameters, the signal in , which is obtained from a 10000 cycles trajectory, is practically zero (Fig. 8C) Nevertheless, the advantage of using the threshold method on the ordered waiting times trajectory when bunching does occur is that it can supply unique information about the kinetic scheme when it contains many substates. For example, in the study of the catalytic activity of individual lipase molecules (lipase B from Candida antarctica) bunched fast events were detected in the ordered off waiting times trajectory 21 . In this case, ) (t off φ followed a stretched exponential, and the enzymatic activity was modeled by a kinetic scheme with a large number of substates (conformations). Using Eqs. (19)- (20), the average reaction rate of the fast conformations, and the average fluctuation rate from fast to slow conformations were obtained from the ordered off waiting times trajectory.
IV Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have studied two-state single molecule trajectories generated by multi-substate kinetic schemes. We have been interested in obtaining as much information as possible about the kinetic scheme by analyzing the trajectory. Based on our previous work 32, 33 , we have used our general division of kinetic schemes into two groups; reducible schemes that generate two-state trajectories with no correlations between waiting times, and irreducible schemes that generate correlated waiting times trajectories. φ is advantageous over the threshold method in the weak bunching limit. However, when the scheme contains many substates, and for a strong bunching situation, the threshold method applied on the ordered waiting time trajectory may supply information that cannot be obtained from other methods.
As a final remark we refer to a case where a trajectory contains more than two detectable states but less than the number of substates in the underlying kinetic scheme. Indeed, such a trajectory will provide more details about the process than a two-state trajectory. However, as it will not represent all the substates of the system, similar ideas to those presented here and in our previous works 32, 33 should be considered when analyzing it. Fig. 3F (A) and Fig. 3G (B) , when making ) (t 
